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Context
The LHC has discovered a Higgs (like) boson but no 

other new particles -  yet. 
{N.B. This discovery required new methods for loops and many 

legs in perturbative QCD [Note Bern, Dixon, Kosower,....]}

Observational cosmology tells us, however, 
that only some 4% of the energy density of 
the Universe is in known stuff (baryons)... 

Dark matter speaks to possible hidden sector 
particles, interactions, symmetries

How can we discover such new dynamics?
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Context
We consider the discovery prospects via low energy, 

precision measurements... 

Answering questions that the Standard Model 
does not may require new theoretical paradigms 

Emerging experimental anomalies can guide 
“bottom-up” constructions. 

A diverse set of low-energy experiments is possible. 

QCD plays a key role in their interpretation!
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Two Paths to Discovery 
 via low energy, precision measurements 

 Confront nonzero quantities which can be 
computed precisely (or assessed) within the SM 

Make “null” tests of the breaking of 
SM symmetries 

Enter tests of B-L, CP (*), ....

Enter  PVES, muon g-2, beta decay correlations, ....
All probe new degrees of freedom, both 

visible and possibly “hidden”

*e.g., EDMs,          in charm (Dalitz plot), 
T-odd decay correlations

ACP
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More Motivation for BSM searches: 
The Puzzle of the Missing Antimatter 

Confronting the observed 2H abundance with big-bang 
nucleosynthesis yields a baryon asymmetry: [Steigman, 2012]

 The particle physics of the early universe can explain this 
asymmetry if B, C, and CP violation exists in a non-equilibrium 
environment. [Sakharov, 1967]

But estimates of the baryon excess in the Standard Model are much 
too small, [Farrar and Shaposhnikov, 1993; Gavela et al., 1994; Huet and Sather, 1995.]

 Why? The operative CP violation in the SM (CKM) is special: it 
appears only if SU(3) flavor is also broken....

⌘ = n
baryon

/n
photon

= (5.96± 0.28)⇥ 10�10

⌘ < 10�26 (sic: 125 GeV Higgs)
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• The discovery of a EDM would speak to new 
CP phases (enter electroweak baryogenesis)

• The discovery of             decay would tell us that  
neutrinos are Majorana (enter leptogenesis)

• The discovery of        oscillations would tell us 
that neutrons are Majorana (enter leptogenesis)

• The discovery of a DM asymmetry would tell us 
that DM carries “baryon” number (enter 
“darko”genesis)

Interconnections 
A baryon asymmetry (BAU) could be generated in different 

ways, and various discovery experiments can give hints 

 In some models the generation of DM and the 
cosmic baryon excess are tied....

0⌫ ��

nn̄
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Analysis Framework 
Suppose new physics enters at energies beyond a scale  

Then for E < ⇤ we can extend the SM as per

where the new operators have mass dimension D>4

We impose                                 gauge invariance 
on the operator basis (flavor physics constraints)

60

in the neutron is needed, and the QCD sum rule calcula-
tion of Ref. [854] has been employed to realize the limits
noted [852]. Stronger limits on the color-blind dipole
moments, however, come from b ! s� and b ! s`+`�

decays [852, 855]. In the face of such constraints, the
new-physics phase space to be explored at the LHC is
significantly reduced [852, 853], and presumably can be
sharpened further, even in the absence of additional ex-
perimental data, if the nonperturbative matrix element
can be more accurately calculated.

4.3. Low-energy framework for the analysis of
BSM e↵ects

The SM leaves many questions unanswered, and the
best-motivated models of new physics are those which
are able to address them. Commonly this is realized so
that the more fundamental theory has the SM as its low-
energy limit. Interestingly we can realize a framework in
which to probe the nature of physics BSM even if we do
not assume a specific theory with a definite ultraviolet
completion. Rather, we need only assume that we work
at some energy E below the scale ⇤ at which new par-
ticles appear. Consequently for E < ⇤ any new degrees
of freedom are “integrated out,” and the SM is amended
by higher-dimension operators written in terms of fields
associated with SM particles [856]. Specifically,

LSM =) LSM +
X

i

ci
⇤D�4

OD
i , (40)

where the new operators OD
i have dimension D with

D > 4. We emphasize that LSM contains a dimension-
four operator, controlled by ✓̄, which can also engender
CP-violating e↵ects, though they have not yet been ob-
served. The higher-dimension operators include terms
which manifestly break SM symmetries and others which
do not. A prominent example of the former is the Wein-
berg operator, which is of dimension five. This opera-
tor gives the neutrino a Majorana mass and can mediate
neutrinoless double � decay [857], a |�L| = 2 process.
Setting such possibilities aside, the remaining higher-
dimension terms can usefully be organized so that they
remain invariant under SM electroweak gauge symme-
try. This emerges from no fundamental principle but
rather follows from experiment, for flavor physics ob-
servables constrain the appearance of non-SM invariant
operators to energies far beyond the weak scale [858–
860]. Upon imposing SM electroweak gauge invariance
the leading order (dimension six) terms in our SM ex-
tension, prior to electroweak symmetry breaking, can be
found in Refs. [847, 848]. Nevertheless, this description
does not capture all the admissible possibilities in dimen-
sion six because of the existence of neutrino mass. The
latter has been established beyond all doubt[1], though
the need for the inclusion of dynamics beyond that in the
SM to explain it has as yet not been established. To wit,
we can use the Higgs mechanism to generate their mass.

Since the neutrinos are all light in mass, to explore the
consequences of this possibility we must include three
right-handed neutrinos explicitly in our description at
low energies [861]. Finally if we evolve our description to
the energies appropriate to the study of the weak decays
of neutrons and nuclei, we recover precisely ten indepen-
dent terms, just as argued long-ago by Lee and Yang
starting from the assumption of Lorentz invariance and
the possibility of parity nonconservation [862].

We now turn to the analysis of particular low-energy
experiments to the end of discovering physics BSM and
the manner in which theoretical control over confinement
physics can support or limit them.

4.4. Permanent EDMs

4.4.1. Overview

The neutron EDM is a measure of the distribution
of positive and negative charge inside the neutron; it is
nonzero if a slight o↵set in the arrangement of the posi-
tive and negative charges exists. Such can exist if inter-
actions are present which break the discrete symmetries
of parity P and time reversal T. In the context of the
CPT theorem, it reflects the existence of CP violation,
i.e., of the product of charge conjugation C and parity P,
as well. Consequently, permanent EDM searches probe
the possibility of new sources of CP violation at the La-
grangian level. The EDM d of a nondegenerate system is
proportional to its spin S, and it is nonzero if the energy
of the system shifts in an external electric field, such that
S · E.

The SM nominally possesses two sources of CP vio-
lation, though the second does not appear to operate.
They are: a single phase � in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix, as well as through the T-odd,
P-odd product of the gluon field strength tensor and its
dual, the latter product being e↵ectively characterized
in the full SM by the parameter ✓̄. The CKM mecha-
nism of CP violation does give rise to nonzero perma-
nent EDMs; however, the first nontrivial contributions
to the quark and charged lepton EDMs come in three-
and four-loop order, respectively, so that for the down
quark |dd| ⇠ 10�34 Ec.m. [863, 864]. The neutron EDM
does possess a well-known, long-distance chiral enhance-
ment; estimates yield estimated to be |dn| ⇠ 10�31–10�33

Ec.m. [865–867], making it several orders of magnitude
below current experimental sensitivity. A table of the
results from various systems is shown in Table 11.

4.4.2. Experiments

The last few years has seen an explosion of interest in
experimental approaches to searches for electric dipole
moments of particles composed of light quarks and lep-
tons. This increased scientific interest has developed

SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)

⇤

Symmetries guide their construction [Weinberg]

New physics can enter as (i) new operators or             
 as (ii) modifications of       for operators in the SMci
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Analysis Framework 
Flavor physics studies tells us that flavor 

and CP violation in CC processes are 
CKM-like (“Minimal Flavor Violation”)

Lattice QCD plays a key role

[2013 update 
(th+exp) of 

Laiho, 
Lunghi, van 
de Water,

arXiv:
0910.2928]
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Low-energy BSM experiments
Null results are crucial: they constrain       !          

E.g., from dimensional analysis:
the EDM      of a fermion     of mass 

⇤

df ⇠ e sin�CPmf/⇤
2

df mff

Analysis Framework for BSM Effects

Suppose new physics enters at energies beyond a scale ⇤. Then for E < ⇤
we can extend the SM as per

LSM =) LSM +
X

i

ci

⇤D�4O
D
i ,

where the new operators have mass dimensions D > 4, and we impose
SU(2)L ⇥ U(1) gauge invariance on the operator basis
(because of flavor physics constraints)

New physics can enter in distinct ways:

(i) through the appearance of new operators

(ii) through the modification of ci for operators in the SM

Null results are also crucial: they constrain the energy scale ⇤.
e.g., on dimensional grounds, the EDM of a fermion f with mass mf is
df ⇠ e sin�CPmf/⇤2 [de Rujula et al., 1991]

With sin�CP ⇠ 1, mf ⇠ 10 MeV, and |d expt
n | < 2.9 ⇥ 10�26 e-cm [Baker et al., 2006]

log10[⇤(GeV)] ⇠ 5. With a loop factor of ↵/4⇡ ⇠ 10�3, ⇤ ⇠ 3 TeV.
S. Gardner (Univ. of Kentucky) T-odd Effects w/o Spin � Decay & the LHC, Solvay, 9/14 4

Analysis Framework for BSM Effects

Suppose new physics enters at energies beyond a scale ⇤. Then for E < ⇤
we can extend the SM as per

LSM =) LSM +
X

i

ci

⇤D�4O
D
i ,

where the new operators have mass dimensions D > 4, and we impose
SU(2)L ⇥ U(1) gauge invariance on the operator basis
(because of flavor physics constraints)

New physics can enter in distinct ways:

(i) through the appearance of new operators

(ii) through the modification of ci for operators in the SM

Null results are also crucial: they constrain the energy scale ⇤.
e.g., on dimensional grounds, the EDM of a fermion f with mass mf is
df ⇠ e sin�CPmf/⇤2 [de Rujula et al., 1991]

With sin�CP ⇠ 1, mf ⇠ 10 MeV, and |d expt
n | < 2.9 ⇥ 10�26 e-cm [Baker et al., 2006]

log10[⇤(GeV)] ⇠ 5. With a loop factor of ↵/4⇡ ⇠ 10�3, ⇤ ⇠ 3 TeV.
S. Gardner (Univ. of Kentucky) T-odd Effects w/o Spin � Decay & the LHC, Solvay, 9/14 4

Estimates can vary considerably.
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Estimated physics reach from dimensional analysis (careful!)

Proton decay

Neutrinos (LNV)

LFV (muons)

Quark FCNC

EDMs

(g-2)

CC (P)

CC (V)

CC (S,T)

NC (Moller)

NC (eq)

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

Current Future

Log10 [Λi(GeV)]
EWSB GUT Planck

Many Low-Energy Experiments 

[Cirigliano & Ramsey-Musolf, arXiv:1304.0017]
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Low-Energy BSM Searches
EDMs of Complex Systems

There is a hierarchy of scales to consider:

[Ginges and Flambaum, 2004]

EDMs in neutrons, nuclei, atoms, and molecules are broadly complementary.

S. Gardner (Univ. of Kentucky) EDMs@Project X PXPS 2012, Fermilab 12

Naturally involve multiple energy scales
Example: Heavy Atom EDMs

In many systems non-relativistic 
potential models are employed
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• many “UV sources” [model independent?]

• the construction of EFTs at multiple scales   
[with QCD evolution and operator 
matching]

• the computation of non-perturbative matrix 
elements in (lattice) QCD 

• fits for low-energy constants & embedding of 
theory errors in those fits

QCD and New Physics
To interpret “null” tests and connect observables
with minimal assumptions must accommodate

Additional QCD matrix elements can enter 
through electroweak radiative corrections
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• proton radius puzzle: combined EFTs to get model-
independent     from               [Peset & Pineda, 2014] 

• non-V-A currents in beta decay: (i) EFT+ lattice QCD 
to sharpen limits [Cirigliano et al., 2010; Bhattacharya et al., 2011, 2013; 

Gonzalez-Alonso & Carmalich, 2013] ; (ii) fits incl. theory errors 
[SG & Plaster, 2013]

• muon g-2: assessments of hadronic effects in            
[Kutz et al., 2014; Colangelo et al., 2014]

• EDMs of the nucleon and light nuclei:  (i) footprints of 
various BSM models [Dekens et al., 2014]; (ii) LEC fits 
[Yamanaka et al., 2014; Chupp & Ramsey-Musolf, 2014]

• T-odd beta decay correlations: EDM connections  [Ng & 

Tulin, 2011; Seng et al., 2014] & not [SG & Daheng He, 2012, 2013]

Examples of Recent Progress

O(↵4)

rp µ�H
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Thursday’s session ``QCD and New Physics” will 
highlight progress on many of these issues

M. Passera, ``Status of the theoretical predictions for the 
muon g-2”

J.  Magee, “The Qweak experiment; an overview and 
preliminary analysis”

SG, “Nonstandard charged current interactions in beta 
decay: status and prospects”

J. deVries, “Theory of electric dipole moments of hadrons 
and nuclei” 

More Recent Progress

•          oscillations: new th. framework  [SG & Jafari, 2014]          n� n̄

QCD can also make for new experimental BSM opportunities
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QCD Challenges 
The needed QCD input often requires control 

of the non-perturbative regime. 

Lattice-QCD can, does, and will 
play a crucial role in advancing 

BSM searches....

There are examples, however, where the lattice-QCD 
calculations are not yet good enough for experimental 

needs (beta decay), but work arounds exist
gA!
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Experiment
Perkeo II !13
UCNA !12
UCNA !10
Spectrometer !02
Counter !01
TPC !97
Counter !97
Spectrometer !86

2!1f Lattice
LHPC !12
LHPC !10
RBC!UKQCD !08
Lin!Orginos !07
LHPC !05

2f Lattice
CLS !12
ETMC !10
RBC !08
QCDSF !13

1.0 1.2 1.4

1.24 1.26 1.28

gA!gV

0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

M
Π

2 !GeV2"

g
A

Experiment
LHPC 2"1f Clover
RBC#UK 2"1f DSDR

ETMC 2"1"1f TM
PNDME 2"1"1f Mixed
CSSM 2"1f Clover
RBC#UK 2"1f DWF

The axial vector coupling  

[Bhattacharya et al., arXiv:1306.5435]

In beta-decay we must fit for SM 
and BSM physics simultaneously

[SG, Plaster,
arXiv:

1305.0014]

BSM small enough that “second class” terms matter
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3

neutron � decay takes the form [21]

d�

dEed⌦ed⌦⌫
=

1

(2⇡)5
peEe(E0

� Ee)
2

⇠

⇥

1 + b

me

Ee
+ a

~pe · ~p⌫
EeE⌫

+ h~�ni ·
✓
A

~pe

Ee
+B

~p⌫

E⌫
+D

~pe ⇥ ~p⌫

EeE⌫

◆�
, (1)

where we refer to Ref. [21] for the explicit form of ⇠ and
the correlation coe�cients in terms of the parameters
of the Lee-Yang Hamiltonian [34], noting Ref. [18] for
a discussion of the connection to modern conventions.
We use Ee (E⌫) and ~pe (~p⌫) to denote, respectively, the
electron’s (antineutrino’s) total energy and momentum,
where E

0

is the electron endpoint energy, and h~�ni is the
neutron polarization.

The Coulomb corrections to Eq. (1) are also known
[46] and modify the expression most notably in terms of
a multiplicative Fermi function F (Z,Ee) [47]. The phase-
space integrated Fermi function and corrections to it have
been studied in great detail [48, 49]; we omit it, as well
as the outer radiative correction [50], in the generation
of the Monte Carlo pseudodata for our decay correlation
studies as we are interested in a(Ee) and A(Ee), which
are accessed through asymmetry measurements for which

such e↵ects only lead to a slight modification of the rel-
ative statistics (via the spectral shape).

The D term is a naively time-reversal-odd observable:
a value for D in excess of the ⇠ 10�5 level attributed
to SM final-state interaction e↵ects [51, 52] would reveal
the existence of new CP-violating interactions at the La-
grangian level (assuming CPT holds). The current level
of experimental precision places stringent constraints on
any such new e↵ects [53, 54].

In what follows we report expressions for the correla-
tion coe�cients which include the tree-level new physics
of the Lee-Yang Hamiltonian and the contributions of the
usual V �A terms through recoil order. In realizing this
the strong interaction plays an essential role: the ma-
trix elements of the vector V and axial-vector A currents
are described by six distinct form factors. We find it
immensely useful to note the quark-level e↵ective theory
which underlies the Lee-Yang couplings [29, 30, 33]; such
makes the separation of the QCD physics which underlies
the hadronic matrix element calculation from the nomi-
nally higher-energy physics encoded in the e↵ective low-
energy constants clear. As per Refs. [30, 33] we map the
Lee-Yang e↵ective couplings Ci, C

0
i with i 2 {V,A, S, T}

to C

(0)
i ⌘ (GF /

p
2)VudC̃

(0)
i and note the hadronic matrix

elements needed in � decay are [55]

hp(p0)|ū�µ
d|n(p)i ⌘ up(p

0)


f

1

(q2)�µ � i

f

2

(q2)

M

�

µ⌫
q⌫ +

f

3

(q2)

M

q

µ

�
un(p) , (2)

hp(p0)|ū�µ
�

5

d|n(p)i ⌘ up(p
0)


g

1

(q2)�µ
�

5

� i

g

2

(q2)

M

�

µ⌫
�

5

q⌫ +
g

3

(q2)

M

�

5

q

µ

�
un(p) , (3)

hp(p0)|ūd|n(p)i ⌘ up(p
0)gS(q

2)un(p) , (4)

hp(p0)|ū�µ⌫d|n(p)i ⌘ up(p
0)
h
gT (q

2)�µ⌫ + g

(1)

T (q2)(qµ�⌫ � q

⌫
�

µ)

+g

(2)

T (q2)(qµP ⌫ � q

⌫
P

µ) + g

(3)

T (q2)(�µ
/q�

⌫ � �

⌫
/q�

µ)
i
un(p) , (5)

where q ⌘ p

0 � p denotes the momentum transfer, P ⌘
p

0+p, andM is the neutron mass. In neutron � decay, the
q

2-dependent terms are of next-to-next-to-leading order
(NNLO) in the recoil expansion, noting f

1

(0) and g

1

(0)
appear in leading order (LO), and hence are of negli-
gible practical relevance. Consequently, we replace, as
usual, the form factors with their values at zero momen-
tum transfer. We note f

1

(0) ⌘ gV is the vector coupling
constant given by gV = 1 under CVC; f

2

(0) ⌘ f

2

is the
weak magnetism coupling constant given by (p � n)/2
under CVC, noting p(n) is the anomalous magnetic mo-
ment of the proton (neutron); f

3

(0) = f

3

is the induced
scalar coupling constant; g

1

(0) = gA is the axial vec-
tor coupling constant; g

2

(0) = g

2

is the induced tensor
coupling constant; and g

3

(0) = gP is the induced pseu-
doscalar coupling constant. The CVC predictions have
SM corrections in NNLO. The contributions of f

1

, f
2

, g
1

,

and g

3

to the hadronic current are termed first-class cur-
rents, whereas those of f

3

and g

2

are termed second-class
currents, due to their transformation properties under
G-parity [55]. The latter quantities, f

3

and g

2

, vanish
in the SM up to quark mass e↵ects which break flavor
symmetry; we discuss their estimated size in Sec. III.
Of particular interest to us are the scalar and tensor

interactions, as establishing their existence at current ex-
perimental limits would signify the presence of physics
BSM. The matching of the quark-level to nucleon-level
e↵ective theories at LO in the recoil expansion yields:

C̃S = gS(✏S + ✏̃S) ,

C̃

0
S = gS(✏S � ✏̃S) ,

C̃T = 4gT (✏T + ✏̃T ) ,

C̃

0
T = 4gT (✏T � ✏̃T ) , (6)

Resolving the limits of the V-A Law 
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where the ✏ coe�cients are the low-energy constants of
the quark-level e↵ective theory of Refs. [30, 33]. We have

neglected the matrix elements g

(i)
T with i 2 1, 2, 3 in re-

alizing this expression and thus, for consistency, shall
neglect the scalar and tensor contribution to recoil order
terms in all that follows. Bhattacharya et al. [33] have
employed a Rfit scheme to determine the impact of im-

proved lattice estimates of gS and gT on the limits on the
quark-level low-energy coe↵cients for given experimental

sensitivities to C̃

(0)
S,T .

In unpolarized neutron � decay, the unpolarized dif-
ferential distribution relevant for a measurement of a,
neglecting terms beyond next-to-leading order in the re-
coil expansion but accounting for all six possible form
factors, is of the form [56]

d

3�

dEed⌦e⌫
/ M

4

R

4

�x

2(1� x)2 ⇥

⌅


1 + 3Rx+Rx

✓
4�(1 + p � n)

1 + 3�2

◆
� 2R

✓
�

2 + �+ �(p � n)

1 + 3�2

◆
� 4R

✓
�g

2

1 + 3�2

◆

� ✏

Rx

✓
1 + 2�+ �

2 + 2�(p � n)

1 + 3�2

◆
+ 2

✏

Rx

✓
f

3

� �g

2

1 + 3�2

◆�
⇥


1 + b

BSM

me

Ee
+ a

1

� cos ✓e⌫ + a

2

�

2 cos2 ✓e⌫

�
, (7)

where ✓e⌫ is the electron-antineutrino opening angle and � ⌘ |~pe|/Ee. The structure of this expression serves as a
de facto definition of a ⌘ a

1

+ a

2

� cos ✓e⌫ and b

BSM

in recoil order. It follows that of Ref. [21] if recoil terms are
neglected and is that of Ref. [58] if b

BSM

= 0. Note that in writing the recoil contributions we have neglected terms
of O(✏SgS , ✏T gT )R. Moreover,

a

1

= a

0

+
1

(1 + 3�2)2

h
4�(1 + �+ �

2 + �

3 + 2f
2

+ 2f
2

�

2)R+ (1 + 2�� 2�3 � �

4 + 4f
2

�� 4f
2

�

3)
✏

Rx

� ⇥
8�(1 + 2f

2

+ �

2 + 2f
2

�

2) + 3(1 + 3�2)2
⇤
Rx

+ [2(�� �

3)g
2

+ 2(�2 � 1)f
3

]
✏

Rx

+ 8�(1 + �

2)g
2

R

i
, (8)

a

2

=
3(�2 � 1)

(1 + 3�2)
Rx , (9)

with � = gA/gV > 0 in the SM, and the kinematic factors ✏, R, and x are defined according to

✏ =
⇣
me

M

⌘
2

, R =
E

0

M

, x =
Ee

E

0

. (10)

The computations of Ref. [57] have been repeated in de-
riving these forms, and the results are consistent up to
the f

3

terms [45]. It is also consistent with Ref. [36], as
well as with Ref. [58], noting f

3

= g

2

= 0 in the latter.
These comparisons are all within the context of V � A

theory.
We use R itself, noting R ⇡ 1.37⇥10�3, to characterize

the e�cacy of the recoil expansion. Both SM and BSM
couplings appear in ⌅, a

0

, and b

BSM

, namely [21]

⌅ = 1 + 3�2 + (gS✏S)
2 + 3(4gT ✏T )

2

, (11)

a

0

=
(1� �

2)� (gS✏S)2 + (4gT ✏T )2

(1 + 3�2) + (gS✏S)2 + 3(4gT ✏T )2
, (12)

b

BSM

=
2(gS✏S)� 6�(4gT ✏T )

(1 + 3�2) + (gS✏S)2 + 3(4gT ✏T )2
, (13)

where we employ Eq. (6).
Our recoil-order expression for the term proportional

to ✏/Rx / me/Ee appearing within the first set of
square brackets in the di↵erential distribution of Eq. (7)
is equivalent to the term labeled “b

SM

” employed in Refs.
[33, 59]. However, it should be noted that the second-
class currents f

3

and g

2

yield an additional me/Ee term
which is proportional to (f

3

� �g

2

). Simply for the sake
of notation, we label this term “b

SCC

”, where we then
have, in summary,

b

SM

= �me

M

1 + 2�+ �

2 + 2�(p � n)

1 + 3�2

,

b

SCC

= 2
me

M

f

3

� �g

2

1 + 3�2

. (14)

In polarized � decay, the di↵erential distribution rele-
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TABLE I. Summary of parameters for the “Standard Model” and “New Physics” Monte Carlo pseudodata sets. We note under
CVC that f

2

= (p � n)/2 = 1.8529450 [22].

Input Parameters � f
2

f
3

g
2

g
3

gS✏S gT ✏T
Standard Model PDG: 1.2701 CVC: (p � n)/2 0 0 0 0 0
New Physics PDG: 1.2701 CVC: (p � n)/2 0 0 0 0 1.0⇥ 10�3

Calculated Parameters ⌅ a
0

A
0

b
BSM

⌧
Standard Model 5.83946 �0.105002 �0.117495 0 885.631 s
New Physics 5.83951 �0.104998 �0.117489 �0.00522 885.624 s

 [keV]eT
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/2
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β
 / 

(
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p
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 [keV]eT
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/2
)

β
 / 

(
ex

p
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Simulated data from the Standard Model data set for a
exp

/( 1
2

�) [panel (a)] and A
exp

/( 1
2

�) [panel (b)]
plotted as a function of Te. The solid red line is the result of a simultaneous fit to the a and A data.

from the simulated data in a manner similar to how ac-
tual experimental data would be analyzed in a typical
“forward/backward” asymmetry measurement (see, e.g.,
[77]), where

a

exp

⌘ N(cos ✓e⌫ > 0)�N(cos ✓e⌫ < 0)

N(cos ✓e⌫ > 0) +N(cos ✓e⌫ < 0)

=
1

2
�

a

1

1 + b

BSM

me
Ee

+ 1

3

a

2

�

2

, (40)

A

exp

⌘ N(cos ✓e > 0)�N(cos ✓e < 0)

N(cos ✓e > 0) +N(cos ✓e < 0)

=
1

2
�

A

1 + b

BSM

me
Ee

. (41)

Sensitivity to b

BSM

from A(E) and a(E) have been pre-
viously considered by Refs. [33, 39, 79]. In a real experi-
ment the e↵ects of O(↵) radiative corrections [78] would
have to be removed to interpret A

exp

in terms of the sim-
ple theoretical expressions we employ, noting Eqs. (8) and
(18), in our fits. We avoid this now for simplicity, and
we are able to do so because said correction incurs no
additional hadronic uncertainty. Moreover, for similar
reasons we drop the a

2

term from our fits as well; they
are simply trivially small. The fits shown in Fig. 1 are
the result of a simultaneous fit to the a and A data, in
which {x

exp

} = {a,A}, noting {a,A} is shorthand for
the complete set of the binned-in-energy results for a

exp

and A

exp

, and {ya} = {�}. We fix f

2

to its CVC value

and set all second-class couplings to zero, so that b

BSM

vanishes. As a validation of our methods, the fit result
for � = 1.27009(8) agrees with the input value to within
�0.1� with a �2

min

/N

dof

= 135.3/157, yielding a perfectly
acceptable Prob(�2

> �

2

min

) = 0.89.

Relaxing the assumption that second class currents
are zero, we apply the Rfit scheme to a fit in which
{ya} = {�}, and f

3

and g

2

comprise the {yµ} param-
eter set, which are then permitted to vary simultane-
ously over some prescribed range, as per the prescription
discussed in Sec. IVB. Of the other {y

mod

} parame-
ters, f

2

is again fixed to its CVC value, and b

BSM

is
fixed to zero. The resulting 68.3% CL on � for di↵er-
ent assumptions on the permitted theory ranges for f

3

and/or g
2

are compared in Table II. Note that we deter-
mine a 68.3% CL as per the requirement ��

2({ya}) =
�

2({ya}; {yµ})min

� �

2(y
mod

)
min

= 1, where in this case
{ya} = {�} and {yµ} = {f

3

, g

2

}. Referring to Table
II, unless g

2

can be constrained to O(0.1), theory uncer-
tainties in g

2

would limit the precision to which � can
be extracted from experiments aiming to measure a and
A to the level of 0.03%. Even at this level, the range
of the 68.3% CL on � is ⇠ 50% larger than the case in
which second class currents are taken to be exactly zero.
In contrast the fits are almost completely insensitive to
the value of f

3

; this is because the latter appears only in
the ✏/Rx terms.

Alternatively, in the absence of a theory bound on g

2

,

a = a1 + a2� cos ✓e⌫

a1 = a0 + f(gA, f2, g2, f3, Ee)

a2 =
3(�2 � 1)

(1 + 3�2)

Ee

M

� ⌘ gA
gV
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FIG. 12. Summary of the isovector Dirac and Pauli mean-
squared radii from all currently existing Nf = 2 + 1 and 2 +
1+1 nucleon electromagnetic form-factor calculations [23, 36,
38, 57, 58, 65]. The dashed curve indicates the leading-order
HBXPT prediction.

obtained from both low-energy neutron decay and the
CMS and ATLAS experiments at the LHC. We show
three bounds from the LHC for di↵erent center-of-mass
energies and integrated luminosity. To obtain these
projected limits from the LHC, we use the tail of the
transverse-mass distribution in the reaction pp ! e⌫̄+X;
that is, the region where mT > mcut

T . The transverse-
mass cut is chosen such that the expected Standard-
Model background is less than one event. For the brown
ellipse, the background is taken from the measured value
at CMS [75]; otherwise, the background is estimated by
computing at tree level the transverse-mass distribution
due to the production of a high-pT lepton from an o↵-
shell W . For further details of this analysis, refer to
Refs. [1] and [76]. The outer dashed purple ellipse gives
the LHC expected constraint using the full current 8-
TeV dataset; the inner dotted magenta ellipse gives the
expected final LHC constraint with maximum lifetime
luminosity at the 14-TeV design energy.

We compare these LHC constraints to low-energy con-

FIG. 13. "S-"T allowed parameter region using di↵erent
experimental and theoretical inputs as discussed in the text.
All estimates are in the MS scheme at 2 GeV. The constraints
from low-energy nuclear experiments using model estimates
for gS,T are shown by the outer blue region; the improvement
on using lattice estimates of gS,T given in this paper reduce
it to the middle green region. The inner red region indicates
future bounds assuming UCN experiments provide |b⌫ � b| <
10�3 and |b| < 10�3, 6He experiments provide constraints
on gT "T at the 2 ⇥ 10�4 level [72–74], and errors in lattice
estimates are reduced to 15%. The constraint on "T from
radiative pion decay is shown by the two vertical lines. These
low-energy constraints are also compared to those from the
LHC. The outer brown dashed line is the existing bound from
data given in Ref. [75]. The middle dashed purple and inner
dotted magenta lines are the future near-term and long-term
expectations.

straints using nuclear experiments1. The outer blue re-
gion combines current nuclear experiments with model
estimates of gS,T (0.25 < gS < 1.0 and 0.6 < gT <
2.3 [77]). The middle green region improves the con-
straint by using current lattice values for gS,T . The in-
ner red region combines nuclear experiment with antici-
pated future constraints from precision measurements of
decays of ultracold neutrons (assuming |b⌫ � b| < 10�3

1 The most stringent constraints are from nuclear beta decay,
0+ ! 0+ transitions and other processes, such as � asymmetry
in Gamow-Teller 60Co, longitudinal polarization ratio between
Fermi and Gamow-Teller transitions in 114In, positron polariza-
tion in polarized 107In and beta-neutrino correlation parameters
in nuclear transitions. Note that the constraint on "T due to
radiative pion decays is omitted from the combined analysis to
highlight the LHC data and improvements due to anticipated
UCN experiments and lattice-QCD calculations of gS,T . That
constraint is indicated on the plot by thin vertical lines.

Scalar and Tensor Charges
Lattice QCD sharpens the impact of beta decay experiments

[Bhattacharya et al., 
arXiv:1306.5435]
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QCD Prospects 
QCD can also open new windows on new physics

1. Introduction. Searches for processes that violate standard model (SM) symmetries

are of particular interest because their discovery would serve as unequivocal evidence for

dynamics beyond the SM. The gauge symmetry and known particle content of the SM

implies that its Lagrangian conserves baryon number B and lepton number L, though it is

the combination B�L that survives at the quantum level. Thus the observation of neutron-

antineutron (n-n̄) oscillations, a |�B| = 2 process, would show that B � L symmetry is

broken and ergo that dynamics beyond the SM exists. The current constraints on |B| = 1

operators from the non-observation of nucleon decay are severe, with the strongest limits

coming from searches for proton decay to final states that respect B�L symmetry, such as

p ! e+⇡0, for which the partial half-life exceeds 8.2⇥ 1033 years at 90% C.L. [1]. Although

particular |�B| = 1 operators, such as those that mediate n ! e�⇡+, e.g., can also give rise

to n-n̄ oscillations, Mohapatra and others have emphasized that the origin of nucleon decay

and n-n̄ oscillations can be completely di↵erent [2–7]. Recently, moreover, simple models

that give rise to n-n̄ oscillations but not nucleon decay have been enumerated [6].

Phenomenological studies of meson mixing are typically realized in the context of a 2⇥ 2

e↵ective Hamiltonian matrix [8]. The seminal papers on free n-n̄ oscillations [9, 10] have also

followed such a framework, and the existing experimental search [11] has, in turn, followed its

guidance. Consequently we briefly review this work before turning to our generalization. The

neutron magnetic moment is well-known, yielding an interaction with an external magnetic

field B of form �µ
n

S

n

·B/S
n

, where µ
n

is the magnitude of the magnetic moment and S

n

is the neutron spin. Nevertheless, the early papers [9, 10] analyze the e↵ect of an external

magnetic field in a 2 ⇥ 2 framework, explicitly suppressing the role of the neutron (and

antineutron) spin. Supposing the neutron spin to be in the direction of the applied B-field

and employing CPT invariance, the mass matrix M takes the form [9]

M =

0

@ M
n

� µ
n

B �

� M
n

+ µ
n

B

1

A , (1)

where we note that CPT invariance guarantees not only that the neutron and antineutron

masses are equal but also that the projections of the neutron and antineutron magnetic

moments on B are equal in magnitude and of opposite sign. We work in units ~ = c = 1

and ignore the finite neutron and antineutron lifetimes throughout. Diagonalizing M yields

2

As a second example, we consider the leading n-n̄ transition operator in the presence of

an arbitrary magnetic field B. The Hamiltonian with B

0

and B

1

is

0

BBBBB@

M + !
0

0 !
1

"

0 M � !
0

" !
1

!
1

" M � !
0

0

" !
1

0 M + !
0

1

CCCCCA
, (21)

yielding

P
n+!n̄+

=
!2

1

sin2(t") sin2(t
p
!2

0

+ !2

1

)

!2

0

+ !2

1

;

P
n+!n̄� =

sin2(t")(!2

0

+ !2

1

cos2(t
p
!2

0

+ !2

1

)

!2

0

+ !2

1

, (22)

and finally P
n!n̄

= sin2(t✏) for the unpolarized n-n̄ transition rate. Thus we see that the

figure of merit for a n-n̄ oscillation experiment is set by the interrogation time t and the

number of available neutrons: the magnitude of the magnetic field is irrelevant. Although

we have assumed B to be both static and uniform in this example, neither assumption is

key to the final result because it derives from the equal energy associated with the n(s)

and n̄(�s) elements in Eq. (21), which persists even if !
0

(t,x) as it is guaranteed by CPT

invariance.

As a last example we include the subleading operator characterized by �
0

, as per Eq. (15),

in the Hamiltonian of Eq. (21). In this case the spin-dependent asymmetry of Eq. (13) is

controlled by �
0

✏, and to leading order in �
0

and ✏ we have

A =
�
0

!4

1

⌘2(4t!4

0

� 2!
0

!2

1

sin(2t⌘) + 4t!2

0

!2

1

� 4t!3

0

⌘ + 2!2

1

⌘ sin(2t⌘))

2t"(⌘2 � !
0

⌘)3(⌘2 + !
0

⌘)2
, (23)

with ⌘ ⌘
p
!2

0

+ !2

1

, yielding A ⇠ 2�
0

/" for |!
0

| � |!
1

|. The asymmetry in this limit grows

linearly with |B
0

|. The noted enhancement of the n-n̄ oscillation probability with |B
0

|,

though associated with a subleading operator, could help lead to its discovery.

6. New Experimental Prospects. An experimental limit on n-n̄ oscillations can be defined

by writing the transition probability as P
n!n̄

' (t/⌧
nn̄

)2 and bounding ⌧
nn̄

. The existing

experimental limit of ⌧
nn̄

� 0.86 ⇥ 108 s at 90% C.L. [11] was set using a cold neutron

beam of intensity I = 1011 s�1 which was allowed to propagate for ht2i1/2 ' 0.1 s in a

low pressure and magnetic field environment. No antineutrons (N̄  2.3 at 90% C.L.)

were detected in a running time of t
run

= 2.40 ⇥ 107 s, to yield a limit on ⌧
nn̄

, which we

9

         oscillations:n� n̄

Usual thought: 
magnetic field 

mitigation necessary 
to observe an effect [Marshak & Mohapatra, 1980]

But there are four physical 
degrees of freedom in a 
magnetic field, and CPT 
guarantees that two 
states are degenerate

- and a different 
conclusion! [SG & Jafari, 2014]
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Summary 

The game is afoot!

There are a rich set of discovery possibilities.
Experimental anomalies exist now....

See Brambilla et al., arXiv:1404.3723 
for a comprehensive review of this topic -- and more

Assuming new physics exists beyond some 
high scale, we have considered the 

connections of low-energy precision 
observables with QCD and new physics
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Heavy atom EDMs

A great opportunity for rare isotope 
facilities!

[Gaffney et al., 
Nature (2013)]

evade Schiff’s theorem through 
large Z, finite nuclear size, and 

octupole deformation

Permanent deformation makes the nucleus more “rigid” and 
the Schiff moment computation more robust and 1000x 

bigger than             (existing best atomic EDM limit)199Hg
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Triple Product Momentum Correlations
In radiative beta-decay one can form a T-odd correlation 

from momenta alone

This is a pseudo-T-odd observable, so that it can be 
mimicked by FSI, but these are computable up to recoil 

order terms [SG, Daheng He, 2012]

The interaction which generates it comes from 
the gauging of the WZW term under 

SM electroweak  gauge invariance [Harvey, Hill, Hill, 2007, 2008]

A direct measurement which constrain the phase of 
this interaction from physics BSM, possibly from  

“strong” hidden sector interactions [SG, Daheng He, 2013]
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Maximum Likelihood Fit 
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Resolving the limits of the V-A Law 

Need sharper determinations of the SCC terms!
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